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Google Apps for Education: ePortfolio and Formative Assessment
Workflow
Schools and universities can set up free Google Apps accounts with their own
domain name, where they can give all student and faculty acces to a variety of
tools, including a GMail account, iGoogle portal, Google Groups for
collaboration, and Pages, for creating websites. Each user can also use their
GMail account to activate other Google services, such as GoogleDocs.
Students and teachers have email accounts, with more than 2 GB of storage
per account. Gmail is the web-based or POP-mail account that is also the
common ID for other Google applications.
Students have a portal with links to all of their Google files, applications plus
other tools.
Students can maintain a reflective journal (blog) of their learning activities
and reflections with feedback through the commenting function that is a part
of any blog tool.
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Students and teachers have space to discuss their work.

Students create word processing, spreadsheet or presentation artifacts in
GoogleDocs. All GoogleDocs files can be shared for collaboration with other
students in collaborative projects, or with teachers for feedback.
Documents are the standard word processing files, where students can
create online, or upload from an existing Microsoft Word or Open
Office word processing file.
Spreadsheets are the standard spreadsheet applications which can be
imported from an exisrting Microsoft Excel or Open Office spreadsheet
file.
Presentations are the standard slide show application which can be
imported from an existing Microsoft Powerpoint or Open Office
presentation file. Other people can be sent the URL for the presentation,
and they can view the presentation in real time.
Here is a short YouTube video about GoogleDocs that discusses the process.
Students store their video clips online to link into their Docs or Pages.

Students store their images in online albums. These could be scanned images
or pictures taken with digital cameras.
Students have a tool to keep notes about their navigation on the WWW.

Teachers can follow student work by subscribing to individual student blogs,
docs, etc. (RSS feeds)
Here is a very clever YouTube video clip that explains RSS and uses the
Google Reader as an example.
Teachers and other students provide feedback through the Share function,
which is available in all three GoogleDocs applications. Comments are
available in Documents (not in Presentations).
Students create presentation portfolios at different benchmarks to showcase
their achievement of outcome, goals or standards. This tool is a web page
creator, where students can link to different documents created in GoogleDocs
or uploaded as another document type, such as PDF. There is a limit of 100
MB of uploaded files, which should be plenty of space, especially if images
are stored in Picasa and videos are stored in YouTube.
There is also no data management tool, to aggregate assessment data. There is
not an interactivity feature to this program, such as found in a blog or wiki.
Therefore, this tool would work for a presentation portfolio but not for
formative or summative assessment.

"How-to Guides"
Google's "Using Google Docs in the classroom: Simple as ABC"
How to create an electronic portfolio with GoogleDocs--Document (by Dr. Helen Barrett)
GoogleDocs Help Center - Documents (Google)
Tour (Google) & Video (GoogleDocs in Plain English) (YouTube)
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How to create an electronic portfolio with GoogleDocs--Presentation (by Dr. Helen Barrett)
GoogleDocs Help Center - Presentations (Google)
How to create an electronic portfolio with Google Page Creator (by Dr. Helen Barrett)
About Page, General Questions, Using Google Page Creator (Google)
How to Create a Blog using Blogger (About.com)
Blogger Help, (Google) Video (Blogger: How to Start a Blog) (YouTube)
HANDOUT (all How-to's in a single 1.85Mb PDF)

Google Apps Authoring Tool Comparison
Task

Blogger

Interactivity,
provide
feedback

Add comments

GoogleDocs--Document GoogleDocs--Presentation

Google
Page
Creator

Share function - Add
Share function - Edit
comments, Edit contents Contents

none

File (attachment) Stores uploaded
storage
photos in Picasa

* Each document up to 500K, plus up to 2MB per embedded
image.
* Each user has combined limit of 5000 documents and
presentations and 5000 images.
* Upload presentations up to 10MB in size in both .ppt and .pps
file formats

100 MB
limit on
uploaded
attachments

Navigation

Linear with hyperlinks

Hyperlinked
pages

Linear and Category
links

Special
Blog (web log) Features/Purpose Individual entries
organized in
reverse-chronological
order

Online equivalent of
Word with collaborative
authoring and
comments

Online equivalent of
PowerPoint with
collaborative authoring
and live presentation

Web site
design tool
plus
attachments

Best use for
ePortfolio

Artifact development,
reflection, feedback

Presentation portfolio
development and
showcase

Web-based
presentation
portfolio.

Reflective Journal

Workshops Available from Dr. Helen Barrett
WORKSHOP (HTML) • WORKSHOP (PDF for printing)
One-Three Hours: A brief overview of the tools and how they can be used (limited hands-on)
One Day: A hands-on workshop that provides experience using Blogger and GoogleDocs tools
(Documents and Presentations) for building a learning portfolio
Second Day: A hands-on workshop that provides experience with all the tools and techniques for
supporting reflection on learning and providing feedback (formative assessment). Includes an
introduction to the Page Creator for creating a presentation (or showcase) portfolio.
©2007, Helen C. Barrett, Ph.D. updated May 22, 2008
Except where otherwise noted, content on this site is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 2.5 License
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Setting up a Blog with Blogger
Register with Blogger
A Blogger.com blog is simple to use and easy to maintain. It's no
wonder Blogger is the most popular blog platform available today. If
you're interested in beginning a blog using Blogger, This brief primer
will take you through all of the
necessary steps. Soon, you'll be
blogging like a pro!

Step 1.

Begin by visiting the Blogger.com homepage and clicking on the
orange arrow that says "Create Your Blog Now".

Step 2. Enter your Information

Enter your email address, password, the name or nickname you would
like displayed on your blog and security information. Click on the box
to accept the Terms of Service.

Step 3. Give Your Blog a Name

Name your blog by entering the blog's title and address. For most
bloggers, the title and address are the same thing. Have second and
third choices available for each, however. Your first choice might
already be taken.

Write your email address (login) ____________________
and password _______________________________

Step 4. Templates

Choose a template from the many available designs.

Step 5. Start Posting
You are now ready to post.

Step 6. It's Time to Blog!

Add a title, enter text and click "PUBLISH".
You have a “Dashboard” where you manage your blog
(http://www.blogger.com/home) and a public view
(http://yourblogname.blogspot.com).

GoogleDocs
Document

Docs Home

GoogleDocs
Presentation

Presentation View
Copy URL &
send to audience

Audience
(in real time)

Type in
comments

Navigation
arrows
URL

Chat
Window

Process of Creating an
Electronic Portfolio
Using examples from my GoogleDocs
Presentation portfolio

How to get started
1. Define the purpose of the portfolio
(Learning? Showcase? Assessment?)
What is this portfolio supposed to demonstrate?
2. Collect digital documents [artifacts]
(or convert documents into digital
format through digital cameras or
scanners or digital audio/video tools)

3. Select specific documents to meet the goals
identified in step 1 above.

(Sometimes in selecting the documents, the goals emerge!)

Artifacts in GoogleDocs

List of my artifacts and classification

Created in Excel - Could be created in GoogleDocs Spreadsheet
(without hyperlinks)

Authoring an electronic portfolio
1. Create a first page as an introduction and table
of contents
2. Set up a structure around the goals/themes
identified in purpose statement
– One page for each goal/theme with links to first page

3. Upload artefacts to page or create hyperlinks to
documents online
4. Write reflections about how the artefacts
demonstrate achievement of goals
5. Write future learning goals
6. Publish portfolio online (or on CD/DVD)

GoogleDocs
Documents (Word)
Spreadsheet (Excel)
Presentation (Powerpoint)

1

GoogleDocs Presentation
http://docs.google.com

1. Create a first page - Intro
(or import from PowerPoint)

Created in PowerPoint & GoogleDocs Presentation

Upload - GoogleDocs Home Page

2. Set up a structure using goals
(or themes) as organizing framework
Created in
PowerPoint,
uploaded to
GoogleDocs
Presentation
tool

Create a
separate
slide for each
goal/theme

3. Upload artifacts/create hyperlinks

4. Write reflections for each goal/skill

Skill
List of Artifacts
with hyperlinks

Reflection
Created in GoogleDocs Presentation
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4. Write reflections for each artifact

5. Write future learning goals

Hyperlink
Image of
Artifact
Reflection

Created in GoogleDocs Presentation

5. Write future learning goals

6. Publish Portfolio
Feedback through chat window
Copy
URL

Audience
(in real time)
Chat
Window

Share GoogleDocs Presentation with other online users

6. Invite collaborators through
Share tab

Insert email addresses

Dr. Helen Barrett
!Researcher & Consultant
Electronic Portfolios & Digital Storytelling for
Lifelong and Life Wide Learning

!eportfolios@mac.com
!http://electronicportfolios.org/
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How To Create an ePortfolio with Google Pages
Process of Creating an Electronic Portfolio - Using examples from my Google Pages portfolio

How to get started
Define the purpose of the portfolio
(Learning? Showcase? Assessment?)
What is this portfolio supposed to demonstrate?
Collect digital documents [artifacts]
(or convert documents into digital format through digital cameras
or scanners or digital audio/video tools)
Select specific documents to meet the goals identified in step 1
above.
(Sometimes in selecting the documents, the goals emerge!)
Use a simple table to list the artifacts, and assign (classify) each one to the outcome/goal/standard that
the artifact will demonstrate. See my List of my artifacts and classification

Authoring an electronic portfolio
Here are the steps in authoring an electronic portfolios:
Create a first page as an introduction and table of contents
Set up a structure around the goals/themes identified in purpose statement
One page for each goal/theme with links to first page
Upload artefacts to page or create hyperlinks to documents online
Write reflections about how the artefacts demonstrate achievement of goals
Write future learning goals
Publish portfolio online
Now, here is more detail on each step:

1. Create a first page - Intro & TOC
Write an Introduction to the Reader (sometimes this is the last thing you write, although it is the first
thing people will read). Identify the purpose of this portfolio, the audience, and the contents. Why did you
create this portfolio?

http://eportfolios.googlepages.com/howto
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2. Set up a structure using goals (or themes) as organizing framework
Table of Contents in Google Pages with links to individual pages created for each goal/theme

Create one page for each section
This is the Site Manager for the Google Page Creator, showing each page in the site.

http://eportfolios.googlepages.com/howto
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Once these categories are identified, set up other pages for each major category you have
identified, and link those sub-pages to the main page.

Choose Layout & Look of Page

Only four page layouts, but many "look and feel" templates.

Type or Paste text in blocks - Insert Images and Links

http://eportfolios.googlepages.com/howto
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Insert Images

3. Upload artifacts/create hyperlinks
Add the artifacts (through hyperlinks) to the appropriate page in the
portfolio.
100 MB total storage available in Google Pages (not counting
hyperlinked documents… put your video in YouTube!)

List of uploaded files in GooglePages

Insert Hyper Links

http://eportfolios.googlepages.com/howto
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4. Write reflections for each goal/skill and each artifact
Write a brief reflection on each artifact (what is the context in which this artifact was developed?
Why was it included in the portfolio?).
You might also write a reflection on each grouping of artifacts (by outcome/goal/standard).
See examples on these pages
Electronic Portfolio Competency • Digital Storytelling Competency • Technology Competency

5. Write future learning goals
See example on this page: My Future Learning Goals

6. Publish Portfolio - Seek Feedback
Navigate using hyperlinks.
Share Google Pages Website with other users.
http://yoursitename.googlepages.com
Feedback through email, online or face-to-face interaction (no
commenting built into system)
This stage provides an opportunity for interaction and feedback on the
work posted in the portfolio. This is where the power of Web 2.0
interactive tools becomes apparent.
Teachers often provide exemplars for different levels of achievement, and provides a rubric for
evaluation.
The portfolio developer should be given the option of updating the work, based on the feedback
and the rubric.
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